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Abstract 
AAV vectors are frequently used by academic and industrial labs for the development of gene therapies. A growing number of serotypes are being used for various diseases. To ensure 
safety and efficacy of these therapies, a robust and reliable quantification of AAV titers is indispensable. Meeting this need of the gene therapy community, PROGEN developed a new 
AAV3 Titration ELISA for reliable determination of total capsid titer. The AAV3 ELISA was developed following the well-established workflow for other PROGEN AAV serotype-specific 
ELISAs. A purified AAV3 gold standard material was generated and quantified by multiple qPCR, dPCR and EM experiments in several labs to determine the ratio filled/empty capsid and 
quantification of viral DNA. Each lot of AAV3 Titration ELISAs is calibrated using this internal gold standard and compared to previous lots in order to ensure minimal lot-to-lot variation.

Introduction

Conclusion
PCR and electron microscopy are established and adequate methods for the development and characterization of purified AAV internal gold standards when reference materials are la-
cking. Both negative stain EM and cryo EM methods can be used to determine the ratio of DNA-filled and empty capsids. In our experiments, both EM methods resulted in comparable 
values. The AAV3 internal standard in this study was successfully used to calibrate ELISA Kit Controls. With a high lot-to-lot consistency and low range of intra- and inter-assay variability, 
the resulting ELISA is a robust and accurate tool for the determination of AAV3 titers. The assay thereby fulfills the requirements for a reliable quantification of rAAV preparations in AAV3 
gene therapy research and development. 
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 Stability

Development of an AAV3 Internal Gold Standard

AAV3 Titration ELISA

Figure 1. SDS-PAGE with separated AAV3 viral capsid 
proteins.

This characterized AAV3 gold standard material was then used to calibrate Kit Controls for the AAV3 Titration ELISA.

1. Preparation of a pure AAV3  internal
    standard

2. Determination of filled/empty capsid ratio by neg. stain EM and 
    cryo EM

With a lot-to-lot variability of < 15% and intra- and inter-assay variability of CV < 3% and < 6%, respectively, we confirm that the 
AAV3 Titration ELISA has a high accuracy and reproducibility.

The AAV3 preparation generated for stan-
dardization was tested for high purity on 
SDS-PAGE to confirm size, ratio and purity 
of viral capsid proteins.

Methods & Results

Quantification of purified AAV vector preparations is a critical step for clinical applications of gene therapies, to minimize an immunogenic response and to maximize gene transfer into 
target cells.  So far, international reference material only exists for AAV2 and AAV81,2. The development of standardized AAV capsid material is an essential requirement for the calibration 
of all AAV titration ELISA assays to ensure the reliable quantification of AAV preparations. Here, we show the development of an internal AAV3 gold standard by using electron microsco-
py, as well as qPCR techniques. The AAV3 standard was then utilized to calibrate the AAV3 ELISA kit control for reliable and reproducible quantification of intact AAV3 capsids.

To characterize and quantify purified AAV3 vector preparations, the purity was confirmed by SDS-PAGE, the ratio of filled and empty capsids was determined by negative stain electron 
microscopy (EM) and cryo EM followed by qPCR / digital PCR (dPCR) to measure viral gene amount. The preparation of AAV3 contains a GFP transgene. The results of these experiments 
were taken as basis for the determination of the total capsid titer of the gold standard.
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Table1. Comparison of counted AAV3 
particles in negative stain EM vs. cryo 
EM. Multiple EM images of the same 
AAV3 preparation were taken and full 
and empty capsids were counted.

Figure 2. Comparison AAV3 samples imaged by nega-
tive stain EM and cryo EM, respectively. 

On average, the AAV3 gold standard preparation contains ~70% full capsids. 
The ratio of filled and empty capsids is comparable for both, negative stain EM 
and cryo EM.

3. Determination of the AAV3 gold standard viral 
    genome titer by qPCR/dPCR

Table 2. Comparison of AAV3 qPCR titers with ATCC standards for AAV2 
and AAV8. A 3 independent labs provided qPCR/dPCR data for the AAV3 
standard material. B&C Published qPCR data for ATCC standard materi-
al AAV21 and AAV82.

4. Calculation of the final AAV3 reference titer

The CV of the AAV3 qPCR/dPCR data is well within the range 
of published intra-lab variations of ATCC reference standard 
material for AAV2 and AAV8.

The capsid particle titer of the AAV3 material was calculated 
from PCR titer and % filled capsids (EM):

3.8E+12 vg/ml (qPCR/dPCR titer) ÷ 0.7 (% filled capsids)  = 
5.5E+12 capsids/ml

5. Principle of the AAV3 Tiration ELISA

Figure 3. Principle of the AAV3 Titration ELISA. 

The conventional sandwich ELISA uses a microtiter 
plate coated with a monoclonal antibody to capture 
only intact, assembled AAV3 capsids. The biotin/strep-
tavidin peroxidase color reaction of the detecting anti-
body allows the photometric determination of the 
precise titer of intact vectors.

6. Calibration of the AAV3 Kit Control

The ELISA Kit Control is a serial dilution of empty AAV3 particles with 
known concentration. The resulting curve is used to determine the 
titer of unknown samples. The Kit Control is calibrated with the estab-
lished gold standard.

Figure 4. Aligned curves of the Kit Control (blue curve) with the established gold 
standard (red curve) measured with the AAV3 Titration ELISA (OD vs. concentration).

7. Parameters of the calibrated AAV3 Titration ELISA

A: Inter-assay variance

B: Intra-assay variance

A Inter-assay variability.
An established internal control is 
measured in the same lots on dif-
ferent days. 
B Intra-assay variability.
Replicates of one sample were 
measured in the same experi-
ment and plate. 
C Lot-to-lot consistency.
The same samples were measu-
red in different lots of AAV3 Titra-
tion ELISA.
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